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Abstract
This tutorial report exposes the risks involved in reckless combination
of otherwise potent cryptographic tools. It is inspired from [1] [2]. It
gives simplifed examples of such risks, and concludes with a warning
concerning the usage of enigmail/Thunderbird.
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Description of the problem

Let us take a scenario involving two parthers who want to exchange some
information (message). In real life, this act is fraught with many risks and
hasards. Cryptography oﬀers two tools for reducing the risks, and ensuring
security of messages:
Encryption (E): Only the recipient can decrypt the message (and modify it,
if needed).
Signing (S): The recipient knows who wrote the message. Modiﬁcations if
any, made to the message, after signing, are easily detected.
To ensure a greater level of protection, it is often a practice to both sign and
encrypt (S & E) sensitive messages. Naı̈ve S &E can lead to a new form of
risk to the communication between sender and receiver. The combination of
two cryptographic techniques – encryption, and digital signature, can lead
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to a subtle form of fraud. This kind of fraud does not involve exposure of
conﬁdential contents, or tampering of conﬁdential data, yet, it can lead to
embarassing and damaging consequences. We call this “surreptitious forwarding” [1]. This form of fraud is a variant of what is commonly called as
“replay attack” [6].
We take a scenario involving two parthers who want to exchange some sensitive information (message): Sita and Rama [3]. Sita wants to send a message
to Rama. Hoping to avoid any mischief, Sita signs & encrypts (S & E) the
message for Rama’s eyes, but Rama re-encrypts Sita’s signed message for
Tommy to see. In the end, Tommy believes Sita wrote to him directly, and
can’t detect Rama’s subterfuge.
In the rest of this article, we will assume that Sita and Rama use “asymmetric
key” cryptography [4]. In this approach, two keys are used to encrypt (and
subsequently decrypt) a given message. The sender use the “public key” of
the receiver, to encrypt the message. The receiver uses his/her own “private
key”, to decrypt the message. The sender can digitally “sign” the message,
for which, he/she uses his/her own secret key. The receiver can “verify” the
signed message, using the public key of the sender. We use the following
notation (inspired from [1]), in this article :
msg – raw message
{msg}a – raw message, signed using the private key of the sender a
{msg}B – raw message, encrypted using the public key of the sender b
}encmsg{ – decryption of the encrypted message encmsg. Yields the raw
message msg
We examine three examples of surreptitious forwarding :
• Sita wants to say “I love you” to Rama. {I love you} is the initial
message, intended for Rama. Sita digitally signs the message {I love
you}s , and then encrypts it for Rama to see {{{I love you}s }R } .
Rama wants to play a prank on Sita. He decrypts the message he got
from Sita and re-encrypts it to Tommy {{{I love you}s }T }
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When Tommy sees and decrypts {{{I love you}s }T }, he gets the impression that Sita is in love with him (Tommy) ! Tommy will feel
disappointed when he comes to know the truth.
• Sita wants to send a secret formula “The secret formula is XCV76B”
to Rama. Sita digitally signs the message {The secret formula is
XCV76B}s , and then encrypts it {{{The secret formula is XCV76B}s }R }.
Rama wants to play a prank on Sita. He decrypts the message he
got from Sita and re-encrypts it to Tommy {{{The secret formula is
XCV76B}s }T }.
When Tommy sees and decrypts {{{The secret is XCV76B}s }T }, he
gets the impression that Sita is betraying her employer by revealing
company secrets to him (Tommy) ! Sita may even lose her job because
of this.
• Sita wants to send some moeny to Rama. Sita digitally signs an electronic cheque {Pay Rs. 10 000 to the bearer}s , and then encrypts it
{{{Pay Rs. 10 000 to the bearer}s }R }.
Rama wants to play a prank on Sita. He decrypts the message he
got from Sita and re-encrypts it to Tommy {{{Pay Rs. 10 000 to the
bearer}s }T }
When Tommy sees and decrypts {{{Pay Rs. 10 000 to the bearer}s }T },
he gets the impression that Sita wants to pay him (Tommy), and encashes the cheque ! Sita will later have a lot of diﬃculty explaining
why she wrote multiple cheques without adequate justiﬁcation.
Interestingly, naı̈ve Encrypt-then-Sign (E & S) isn’t any better than Sign
& Encrypt (S & E) either. In this case, it is easy for any eavesdropper to
replace the sender’s signature with his own, so as to claim authorship for the
encrypted plaintext.
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Remedial measures

The two approaches : encryption, signing, have their own limitations. Encryption alone, does not register as to who did the encryption. Signing alone,
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does not specify as to who the authorised destinator is. There is no coupling
between the two approaches when they are used in cascade.
Naı̈ve Sign & Encrypt has come to characterize ﬁle-handling and e-mail security applications. PKCS#7, CMS, S/MIME, and PGP, all suﬀer from this
class of vulnerabilities [1][2]. The ﬁrst version of the PGP message-format ,
and X.509v1 have also been reported to suﬀer from similar weaknesses. [1][2]
describes in detail, the vulnerabilities involved. According to [1][2], these
standards all erred by treating public-key encryption and digital signatures
as if they were fully independent operations. This independence assumption,
although convenient for writing standards and for writing software, is cryptographically incorrect. When independent operations are applied, one on top
of another, then the outermost crypto layer can undetectably be replaced,
and security is weakened.
The real weakness is not in the individual approaches, encryption or signing,
but rather in an inappropriate usage in tandem of the two approaches. Actually, this is manifested only in the interpretation of the end result after the
combined usage. Cascaded usage implies that the two independent applications are decoupled or isolated from each other. A simple remedy works on
the principle that the decoupling should be broken. In order to work properly
together, the signature layer and the encryption layer actually must refer to
one another. The recipient needs proof that the signer and the encryptor
were the same person, which necessarily entails either signing the recipient’s
identiﬁer (in Sign & Encrypt), or encrypting the signer’s identiﬁer (in Encrypt & Sign). Once such cross-references are in place, an attacker cannot
remove and replace the outermost layer, because the inner layer’s reference
will reveal the alteration. This can be achieved only be enforcing a discipline
in the usage of these two approaches.
One aspect of cascaded usage of signing and encrytion remains unresolved
fully. It is not easy to pinpoint the legal culpabibilty of the persons concerned,
since no malicious tampering of contents, or distorsion was ever done. To
complicate matters, the victim of such infractions, is not always the same
person.
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A case study

Enigmail is a security extension to Mozilla Thunderbird and Seamonkey [7].
Enigmail acts as a front end to OpenPGP. It allows a user to easily sign
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and encrypt a message (using OpenPGP), from within Thunderbird, before
sending the message. This facility is an invitation to disaster, since enigmail
does not issue any warning or alert to the sender, when such a combination is
chosen by him/her. Neither does it ﬂag the message, so as to alert the person
who receives the message with a potential bomb concealed in it. Users of
enigmail are therefore advised to take appropriate precautions.
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Concluding remarks

This tutorial article borrows heavily from [1] and [2].
This is a LATEX document, created under Linux, using Kile. You can get
the LATEX source of this document from drpartha@gmail.com. Please mention the Reference Code, and Version code, given at the top of this document.
If you found this article useful, please send a note to drpartha@gmail.com
As always, suggestions and constructive comments are always welcome.
This document is released under a Creative Commons By Attribution - Non
Commercial - ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. See[5]. All rights are retained with the author.
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